4th Annual International Conference on

“Engaging The Other”

The Power of Compassion

November 12-15, 2009  San Francisco, California USA

An international, multicultural, multidisciplinary conference exploring concepts of “The Other” from a universal, cross-cultural perspective to promote wider public dialogue about images of “Us and Them”

We Invite You To:

an extraordinary conference to address the roots of fear based beliefs and stereotypes, prejudice, polarization, enemy images, and artificial barriers of misunderstanding and distrust that divide us.

Join over 65 presenters to engage in 4 days of workshops, roundtables, and facilitated dialogue bridging the divide and cultivating our capacity for reconciliation, appreciation of diversity, and peace.

Sponsored by: Common Bond Institute, National Coalition for Dialogue and Deliberation, Meridian University, and International Humanistic Psychology Association

Endorsed & Supported by: An international list of over 100 cooperating universities and organizations

Registration is Open to All

Keynote by Huston Smith

“The Power of Compassion

An important, timely dialogue ...everyone needs to be part of”

Location: San Francisco (San Mateo), California USA

Details at: www.cbiworld.org